The role of negative CT of the abdomen and pelvis in the decision to admit adults from the emergency department after blunt trauma.
Computed tomography (CT) is widely used in the initial evaluation of blunt trauma patients and is associated with a high rate of negative imaging. A described benefit of negative imaging is prompt discharge. This study examined a single level 1 trauma center to determine whether adult blunt trauma patients are discharged from the emergency department (ED) after negative CT of the abdomen and pelvis (CT AP). The authors retrospectively created a data set of adult blunt trauma patients who received CT AP in the ED from August to November 2003. Statistical analysis of admission rates on the basis of positivity or negativity on CT AP was performed to determine if the test influenced admission rates. Additional subgroup analysis was made between the patients admitted with negative CT AP and those who were discharged from the ED. Two thirds (316/469) had negative CT AP. Whereas 80.4% of the patients (254/316) with negative CT AP were admitted, 98.0% (148/151) with positive CT AP were admitted, a statistically significant difference in admission rate (P < .0001). The vast majority (208/254, 81.9%) of patients with negative CT AP were admitted for extra-abdominal injuries. There was no statistical difference in the characteristics of a subgroup of 45 patients who were admitted without any documented injuries from the group discharged from the ED in terms of age, gender, comorbidity, Glasgow Coma Scale score, or intoxication. Under current practice, negative CT AP after blunt trauma results in a statistically significant decrease in admissions.